
April 2024 Affiliate Newsletter

Celebrate the joy of the new season and have a springtastic

April with Vista Gaming.

Yes, Spring has sprung and our unmissable casino and bingo

promotions are blowing your way.

Here is what's up this month.

Casino News

Step into a world of never-ending fun and incredible rewards

with Vegas Crest Casino. Thrilling slots tournaments such as

Step Up Revolution, High Five Tourney, and Pets Special will

not only ignite the players' excitement but also offer jaw-

dropping cash and other prizes.

Adding more glitz, glamor, and Vegas FUN are more delightful

April specials, including Eclipse Cashback, Table Games

CashBack, Only Fools Don't Deposit, Daily Bonus, and Crypto

Special Bonus.

Don't let your players miss out on these irresistible bonuses!

Bye bye regular bonuses, hello sizzling epic bonuses!
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With Vegas Crest's staggering first-deposit crypto bonus of

400% up to $1,500, it's time for you and your players to shine

and seize the opportunity!

With a wide range of crypto funding options including Bitcoin,

Tether, and Ethereum, players can experience the ultimate

gaming bliss in a heartbeat.

* Limited time offer.

Get ready to dance to success when you promote Vegas

Crest Brazil's electrifying Welcome Bonus of 300% up to R$

6,000!

Because, with over 1,400+ slot games, video bingo, table

classics, and thrilling live dealer games, not only excitement

but also captivating rewards await all gaming enthusiasts.

Bingo News

Playing Bingo is so much more fun with awesome bingo

bonuses. Lucky for 'em, bingo deals don't get much sweeter

than this!

CyberBingo's April bonanza blossoms with sensational

events such as $20,000 Epic Bingo Party, Spring Bingo

Tourney, and the Sparkling Bingo Tourney. Fun, fortune, and

endless excitement continues with breezy promos like April's

Fool Day, Spring Cashback, Dauber's Special Bonus, and

much more.
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Dive head first into a thrilling bingo adventure like no other

with CyberBingo's 700% Crypto Welcome Bonus!

That's 200% EXTRA over the regular bonus, and players have

all the popular crypto options to fund their account.

Wowtastic!

Don't miss this opportunity to boost your commission!

Contact VistaGaming Affiliates today and get your welcome

offer, marketing material, and exclusive tracking links.

Email to let us know if you would like to promote our monthly

press releases.
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